Hello, OLEO!

Welcome back, OLEO! Welcome back, Cohort 1! We've missed working with you and hope you all are safe and well during the transition of recovery following Hurricane Ida. Coaches have been reaching out to individual providers and have left messages and emails when they have been unable to reach you. If you have not spoken to your coach, please check your messages, contact your coach, or email outdoorlearning@agendaforchildren.org for important updates to the project and timeline.

Week 2: Self-Assessment

- Connect on Go NAPSACC
- Self-Assess in Outdoor Play and Learning
- Schedule Weekly Coaching with your consultant (begins week of 9/20)

Need Help?

We're always on hand at outdoorlearning@agendaforchildren.org

We will continue to collect Orientation surveys until 9/17. This and live attendance are required to earn clock time. Please contact your coach for the unique survey code if you need assistance!
Taking the Self-Assessment in Outdoor Play And Learning

It's time to self-assess on Go NAPSACC! This important task is the first step to getting you on the road to setting goals and selecting the materials that will best enhance your outdoor space. First you will need to connect with your coach on Go NAPSACC. If you need assistance, watch this video on how to register. Then, when you're all signed up, go ahead and complete the self-assessment in Outdoor Play and Learning. We've also made this short video on how to complete the assessment.

As always, reach out to your coach or outdoorlearning@agendaforchildren.org if you need assistance!

FINDING SUPPORT

AGENDA FOR CHILDREN

IDA RESOURCES

We know many centers are facing challenges as our area recovers from Hurricane Ida. Click to visit Agenda's list of resources to support providers and families.

This Week's FAQs

Can I still participate in OLEO if my center has not yet reopened?

YES! We are happy to provide something to look forward to as you continue to work towards reopening. In order to participate, however, you must have internet and phone access which allow you to fully participate in coaching and training. If you have any concerns please contact your coach or outdoorlearning@agendaforchildren.org.

Will the OLEO follow the same timeline as originally planned?

The cycle has slightly shifted and extended in order to adjust following Hurricane Ida. An updated training calendar will be sent to each cohort. Cohort 1 will now run until November 12.

SAVE THE DATE

On 9/21 we will have a training from 1:00-3:00 pm for all Cycle 1 participants. This session makes up the missed training from 8/31 and 9/1 and will also provide updates. Attendees will also receive 1.5 clock hours!

Click here to download the handouts before the training sessions!